Opal Grand Oceanfront Resort, 10 North Ocean Boulevard, Delray Beach, FL

Celebrating 30 Years!
as the First & Only MRI Technologist Registry & Certifying Organization!
“The Gold Standard of MRI Technologist Certification”

Topics & Lecturers: (see Meeting Agenda on Page 3)
“MRI: Exploring the Brain with the Quantum Technology”
Keith Allen, DO, CNMT, ARMRIT, Adjunct Professor of MRI Technology at the College of DuPage, IL
“MRI MSK: Sports Medicine”
“Advanced Spine Imaging in MRI”
“Functional MRI – This is BOLD”
Stephen M. Dashnaw, ARMRIT, Director, Imaging Services, Columbia University, NY, NY
“MRI Safety: MRI Conditional Devices”
Sheetal S. Desai, ARMRIT, ARRT (MR), JFK Medical Ctr., Advanced Clinical Instructor, AIMS Education
“MRI Clinical Handbook: a Review”
Sheetal S. Desai, ARMRIT, ARRT (MR), JFK Medical Ctr., Advanced Clinical Instructor, AIMS Education
“DCE-MRI: To Evaluate Perfusion in Spinal Metastases & Tumor Response to Various Treatments”
Charles G. Nyman, ARMRIT, MRI QA Coordinator, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Ctr., NY
“The Physics of Common Parameters-Part I”
Brian Renner, DC, BS, ARMRIT, AVCA, Clinical Education Specialist, Siemens Healthineers, Cary, NC
“The Physics of Common Parameters –Part II”
Brian Renner, DC, BS, ARMRIT, AVCA, Clinical Education Specialist, Siemens Healthineers, Cary, NC
“The Role of the MR Safety Officer and Other Scary Stories”
Thomas Schrack, ARMRIT, CS, Manager of MR Education & Technical Development, Fairfax Radiology
“MRI Contra-Indicated Cardiac Implants: Established Rules No Longer Apply”
Timothy R. Smith, ARMRIT, Medical Center, Portsmouth, New Hampshire
“Prostate MRI and Spectroscopy”
Timothy R. Smith, ARMRIT, Medical Center, Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Accreditation: these courses meet all criteria and are pending approval by:
AHRA for 12.0 Category A ARRT CE credit. All Courses are Acceptable for ARMRIT Renewal.

Accommodations
Reservations: 866-240-6316  Mention: ARMRIT Conference May 2021
Room Rates: $195 - Valid thru April 24 only!
Or Visit the Homepage at: www.armrit.org

Registration Form: see Page 4, Complete & Fax to: 561-265-5045
Meeting Agenda: see Page 3
Celebrating 30 Years!
as the First & Only MRI Technologist Registry & Certifying Organization!
“The Gold Standard of MRI Technologist Certification”
Sponsored partly by:

Guerbet
Contrast for Life
guerbet-us.com

Invivo
inspired by a better way
invivocorp.com

MRIaudio
mriaudio.com

International Center for Postgraduate Medical Education
To earn CME Credit, visit www.icpme.us

(All ARMRIT Meeting Lectures are acceptable for ARMRIT Renewal)

Accommodations
Reservations: 866-240-6316  Mention: ARMRIT Conference May 2021
Room Rates: $195 - Valid thru April 24 only!
Or Visit the Homepage at: www.armrit.org

Registration Form: see Page 4, Complete & Fax to: 561-265-5045
Meeting Agenda: see Page 3
Meeting Agenda - ARMRIT 2020 East

Fri. May 14:
7:00 – 8:15am  Registration & Breakfast Provided
8:15 – 8:30am  Opening Remarks: Welcome & Overview

8:30am–11:30pm  Lecture Series

1) “Prostate MRI and Spectroscopy”
Timothy R. Smith, ARMRIT, Medical Center, Portsmouth, New Hampshire

2) “The Role of the MR Safety Officer and Other Scary Stories”
Tom Schrack, ARMRIT, CS, Manager of MR Education & Technical Development, Fairfax Radiology

3) “MRI Safety: MRI Conditional Devices”
Sheetal S. Desai, ARMRIT, ARRT (MR), JFK MedicalCtr., Advanced Clin. Instructor, AIMS Education

11:30pm–12:30pm  Lunch Provided

12:30pm–3:30pm  Lecture Series

1) “The Physics of Common Parameters –Part I”
Brian Renner, DC, BS, ARMRIT, AVCA, Clinical Education Specialist, Siemens Healthineers, Cary, NC

2) “DCE-MRI: To Evaluate Perfusion in Spinal Mets & Tumor Response to Various Treatments”
Charles G. Nyman, ARMRIT, MRI QA Coordinator, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Ctr., NY

3) “The Physics of Common Parameters –Part II”
Brian Renner, DC, BS, ARMRIT, AVCA, Clinical Education Specialist, Siemens Healthineers, Cary, NC

Sat. May 15:
7:00am–8:15am  Breakfast Provided

8:30am–11:30pm  Lecture Series

1) “MRI MSK: Sports Medicine”

2) “MRI Contra-Indicated Cardiac Implants: Established Rules No Longer Apply”
Timothy R. Smith, ARMRIT, Medical Center, Portsmouth, New Hampshire

3) “Functional MRI – This is BOLD”
Stephen M. Dashnaw, ARMRIT, Director, Imaging Services, Columbia University, NY, NY

11:30pm–12:30pm  Lunch Provided

12:30pm–3:30pm  Lecture Series

1) “Advanced Spine Imaging in MRI”

2) “MRI: Exploring the Brain with the Quantum Technology”
Keith Allen, DO, CNMT, ARMRIT, Adjunct Professor of MRI Technology at the College of DuPage, IL

3) “MRI Clinical Handbook: a Review”
Sheetal S. Desai, ARMRIT, ARRT (MR), JFK MedicalCtr., Advanced Clinical Instructor, AIMS Education

3:30pm – 3:40pm  Closing Remarks

Accreditation: these courses meet all criteria and are pending approval by:
AHRA for 12.0 Category A ARRT CE credit. All Courses are Acceptable for ARMRIT Renewal.
ARMRIT 2021 East - REGISTRATION FORM

Name
ARMRIT Certificate# / Non-ARMRIT / *Student / * Faculty

Address

City, State/Province, Zip/Postal Code, Country

Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Emergency Contact Name and Telephone

Attire: Business Casual-Strictly Enforced!

Will Attend Cocktail Reception: (circle) Yes or No

Registration Fees: (Does Not Include Accommodations or Airfare) (Includes Cocktail Reception).

Early Registration       Walk-in

ARMRIT Tech May 14 & 15 $450 $500 $  
ARMRIT Tech May 14 Only! $250 $275 $  
ARMRIT Tech May 15 Only! $250 $275 $  
Non-ARMRIT May 14 & 15 $500 $550 $  
Non-ARMRIT May 14 Only! $275 $300 $  
Non-ARMRIT May 15 Only! $275 $300 $  

*Student/Faculty Price May 14 & 15 $395 $425 $  
*Student/Faculty Price May 14 Only! $225 $250 $  
*Student/Faculty Price May 15 Only! $225 $250 $  

*Student's/Faculty's MRI School:

Guest for Cocktail Reception May 14 $125 $  

Total $____

Return Entire Form by Email: armrit@msn.com or Fax: 561-265-5045

Payment Options: Check ____ Money Order _____ Make Payable to: ARMRIT
Pay by Credit Card: (check one) MasterCard ____ Visa ____ American Express ____ Discover _____
Card Number: ___________________________ Expiration Date: _______ Verification Code: _____
(On Back of Card)

Print Name on Card: __________________________________________
Authorized Signature: _________________________________________ Date: ____________

For Office Use only: Payment Method: Check#/MO#/CC Approval #: ___________________________
Transaction Date: _______________________________________________________________________
Processed by: ________________________________________________________________________

*Student/Faculty Price: Applies to current MRI Students/Staff of MRI Schools listed on www.armrit.org.
Special Needs: If you have any special needs or dietary requirements, please let us know so that we may do our best to accommodate you. Contact ARMRIT at 561-450-6880 or e-mail ARMRIT@msn.com
Cancellation Policy: A refund (less a $125 administrative fee) will be processed for any cancellation made in writing prior to April 1, 2021. No refunds after April 1, 2021.